
LATIN WRITING ALPHABETS

The Latin or Roman alphabet, is the writing system originally used by the ancient Romans to write the Latin language.
Contents. 1 Etymology; 2 History.

In medieval times the letter I was differentiated into I and J and V into U, V, and W, producing an alphabet
equivalent to that of modern English with 26 letters. What is commonly called "Gothic writing" is technically
called blackletter here Textualis quadrata , and is completed unrelated to Visigothic script. The old Roman
letters were retained for formal inscriptions and for emphasis in written documents. It came into common use
in the later 11th century, replacing the runic Wynn letter which had been used for the same sound. The rules
for capitalization have changed over time, and different languages have varied in their rules for capitalization.
They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.
An Etruscan pot found near Veii a city which was sacked by Rome in the 5th century BCE had the Etruscan
abecedary inscribed on it, reminding the excavators of its Roman descendants. Africanists have standardized
these into the African reference alphabet. W , U and J are missing. By the 7th century BCE, that alphabet was
used not just to render Latin in written form, but several others of the Indo-European languages in the
Mediterranean region, including Umbrian, Sabellic, and Oscan. When the velar plosives C and G sounds were
separated and given different letterforms, the second C was given a tail, making it a G, and moved to the sixth
place in the Latin alphabet, where the Greek letter zeta would have been, if it had been a productive letter for
the Romans. The languages that use the Latin alphabet generally use capital letters to begin paragraphs and
sentences and for proper nouns. It was most commonly used from about the 1st century BC to the 3rd century
AD, but it probably existed earlier than that. The Latin script also came into use for writing the West Slavic
languages and several South Slavic languages , as the people who spoke them adopted Roman Catholicism.
Many of the letters have serveral different shapes in different inscriptions and texts. Not only the C, but also
the letter K, in the Roman alphabet, was pronounced like a K again, hard or voiceless velar plosive. It is
thought to date from the 7th to 5th century BC. If you like this site and find it useful, you can support it by
making a donation , or by contributing in other ways. As Latium the region where Latin is spoken and Rome is
located and Etruria the region where Etruscan is spoken are adjacent to each other, the very first examples of
the Latin alphabet resemble the Etruscan alphabet. Such conventions were erratic for centuries. Slowly the
Latin alphabet became increasingly standardized. The Carolingian script was the basis for blackletter and
humanist. This is the modern Latin alphabet as used to write English. Latin letters served as the basis for the
forms of the Cherokee syllabary developed by Sequoyah ; however, the sound values are completely different.
Other versions of the Latin alphabet. Usuallyâ€”perhaps, alwaysâ€”the vowel A followed K, as in Kalendae
'Kalends' referring to the first day of the month , from which we get the English word calendar. By the 4th
century CE, a semi-cursive style called uncial was being used for handwriting. The third letter of the Latin
alphabet was a C, as in English. From thisâ€¦ The classical Latin alphabet consisted of 23 letters, 21 of which
were derived from the Etruscan alphabet. The Serbian language uses both scripts, with Cyrillic predominating
in official communication and Latin elsewhere, as determined by the Law on Official Use of the Language and
Alphabet. The version shown below was used for monumental inscriptions, and is known as Roman Square
Capitals capitalis quadrata or Elegant Capitals capitalis elegans. J was introduced into English for the
consonant in the 17th century it had been rare as a vowel , but it was not universally considered a distinct letter
in the alphabetic order until the 19th century. With these two additions, the Latin alphabet at the late antiquity
was nearly identical to most Western European alphabets. Spread[ edit ] The distribution of the Latin script.
This "C" could be pronounced hard, like a K or soft like an S. Lost variants such as r rotunda , ligatures and
scribal abbreviation marks are omitted, long s is shown when no terminal s surviving variant is present.
Emphatic forms such as [aha] and [axxa] were used, developing eventually into acca, the direct ancestor of
English aitch. It is known as the Duenos inscription, and was found on the Quirinal Hill in Rome by Heinrich
Dressel, a German archaeologist, in  W originated as a doubled V VV used to represent the sound [w] found in
Old English as early as the 7th century. After the collapse of the Soviet Union in , three of the newly
independent Turkic-speaking republics, Azerbaijan , Uzbekistan , and Turkmenistan , as well as
Romanian-speaking Moldova , officially adopted Latin alphabets for their languages. Also, the direction of
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writing was like Etruscan, either right-to-left, boustrophedon, or even left-to-right for about a hundred years
during the 6th century BCE once again influenced by Etruscan fads.


